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Case 1

Location: Downtown/Waterfront
- 67 Stories, 725 suites
- 5 UG parking levels
Case 2

Location: 401/DVP
- 43, 8 and 2 Stories, 578 suites
- 4 UG parking levels
Case 3

Location:
Humber River
- 1-12 Stories, 603 suites
- Multiple Buildings
- 2 UG parking levels
- 30% Commercial
AQ 1.1 – Roughed-in Conduits for EVs

TGS v1
- Conduits to 135 spots

TGS v2
- Conduit to junction box capable of serving 135 spots
AQ 2.1/.2/.3 – Bicycle Parking

TGS v1
- 726 spots at grade and P1

TGS v2
- 726 spots on P1 and P2
EC 2.1 – Tree Planting

TGS v1
- 46 trees plus boulevard trees (6-8m spacing) [total 210]

TGS v2
- 221 trees including boulevard trees (8-10m spacing)
EC 4.1 – Bird Friendly Glass

TGS v1
- 100% of vision glass 10m above grade

TGS v2
- 85% of glass (spandrel and vision)
  - 100% low reflectance spandrel + 70% treated vision glass
EC 4.1 – Bird Friendly Glass

TGS v1
- 12m above green roof

TGS v2
- 4m above green roof
- Fly through conditions
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